
National Asset 
Management Agency 

Margaret Falsey 
Committee of Public Accounts Secretariat 
Leinster House 
Dublin 2 

22 December, 2016 

Dear Ms Falsey, 

Thank you for your letter of 21 December 2016 to which you appended a list of further 

information required by the Committee. 

The information sought is attached overleaf. I would ask that you bring the correspondence to 

the attention of the Committee's members on our behalf. 

[ also attach, as requested, a copy of the draft response that Department of Finance officials 

had prepared following their review of the third draft of the C&AG report and their meeting 

with C&AG officials in early June 2016. 

I trust that this information will be of assistance to the Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

Martin Whelan 

Head of Public Affairs 



INFORMATION SOUGHT BY THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE 

(as sought in PAC letter of 21 December 2016) 

1. A note to clarify the procedure that was followed in March and April with daily Board meetings. 

RESPONSE:  

In relation to NAMA Board meetings, the practise of recording minutes of the meetings is 

consistent. As a result, the procedure followed is as set out by the Chairman in his opening 

statement to the Committee on 14 December 2016. 

“The Secretary attends the Board meeting and takes written notes. From these notes, draft 

typed minutes are prepared which record the decisions and the actions decided at the 

meeting. As soon as practicable following the meeting (typically two to three working 

days), the draft minutes are sent to the Chairman for review. Following the Chairman’s 

review, the draft minutes are circulated to the Board members for comment (typically 

within five working days of the meeting). Board members are expected to revert to the 

Secretary with any comments they may have within three working days of receipt of the 

draft minutes. 

The final agreed minutes as reviewed by all Board members are presented and approved 

by the Board at a subsequent Board meeting and are then signed by the Chairman. The 

minutes approved by the Board and signed by the Chairman are regarded in law as 

evidence of the proceedings and of the decisions taken by the Board. There can be only one 

set of official minutes of meetings. 

The Secretary then disposes of the written notes taken during the meeting as they are no 

longer required. The Secretary’s notes serve no purpose other than to assist the Secretary 

in preparing the typed draft minutes for circulation to the Chairman and to Board 

members. Once the minutes are agreed and approved, there is no reason why the 

Secretary’s handwritten notes should be retained.” 



In relation to the minutes of the Board meetings in March and April 2014, the above 

procedure was followed, whereby the Secretary attended the Board meeting and took written 

notes. Following the meeting the draft minutes were circulated to the Chairman and 

subsequently to the Board members before being approved by the Board at the subsequent 

Board meeting. 

Date of Board Meeting Type of Meeting Date minutes formally approved 

11 March 2014 Board Only 13 March 2014 

13 March 2014 Board Meeting 10 April 2014 

13 March 2014 Board Only 10 April 2014 

19 March 2014 Board Only 10 April 2014 

03 April 2014 Board Only 10 April 2014 

10 April 2014 Board Meeting 14 May 2014 

10 April 2014 Board Only 14 May 2014 

2. A note to clarify if Frank Cushnahan reviewed minutes of NIAC meetings after he had resigned from 

the committee. 

RESPONSE:  

As Mr Cushnahan was still a member of the Northern Ireland Advisory Committee until his 

resignation on 7 November 2013, draft minutes of his final NIAC meeting of 7 October 2013 

were circulated to Mr Cushnahan on 21 October 2013 for review. 

Draft response prepared by Department of Finance officials following their review of the third draft of 

the C&AG report and meeting with C&AG officials. 

RESPONSE:  

A copy of this record is available at Appendix 1. 



Appendix 1  

Copy of draft response prepared by Department of Finance officials following review of the 

third draft of the C&AG report and meeting between Department of Finance and C&AG officials. 



Department of Finance response to the draft CAG Special Report re 

Project Eagle 

On 27 May 2016, the Department of Finance (DoF) received from the Office of the Comptroller and 

Auditor General (CAG) a draft of the CAG's Special Report on NAMA's Project Eagle transaction, which is 

being prepared under Section 9 of the Comptroller and Auditor General (Amendment) Act 1993. This 

was the first draft received by the DoE. We understand from the CAG that earlier drafts have been 

discussed with NAMA. 

DoF officials discussed the draft at great length and in detail with CAG officials at a meeting on 7 June 

2016 both to seek clarification on the draft and to provide and discuss feedback on the draft. During 

that meeting DoF officials provided high level comments reflecting key concepts critical to 

understanding the dynamics of and judgement exercised during a loan sales process. They also spent a 

significant amount of time answering questions posed by the CAG regarding the dynamics of typical 

market sales processes. Significant time was also spent going through the draft in detail providing the 

CAG with specific comments in detail in the context of the preceding general discussions. 

I do riot propose to recount the discussions held between our officials in this letter as J appreciate that 

you will have already taken into consideration much of what was discussed. My officials remain at your 

disposal for any clarification or feedback regarding any aspect of those discussions. 

In this letter I will focus on some of the main themes that have emerged from our reading of the draft 

and that permeated the discussion between our officials 

Judgement 

The report rightly focusses on the judgement exercised by the NAMA Board in relation to Project Eagle. 

it is important that the CAG conduct further diligence which would allow them to place the written 

evidence in context. Such additional diligence should include: 

• Securing support and advice from a loan sales advisory firm or investment bank to provide the 

CAG with expertise to place the Project Eagle process in the context of loan portfolio sales 

processes generally, 

• Discussions with NAMA Board members regarding the deliberations of the Board to help provide 

context to the Board papers and Board minutes; and 

• Discussions with NAMA's financial advisor, Lazard, to better understand the dynamics and 

appropriateness of the sales process, the presence of competitive tension, their interaction with 

bidders and their advice to NAMA. 

Our response to the draft is set out below and is organised as: 

A. 	Presentation of information and opinion expressed in the draft report; 



B. Discussion of the CAG's understanding of Loan Sales Processes; 

C. Discussion of the CAG's presentation of the concept of "value" 

D. Observations regarding the CAG's process in compiling this draft; 

E. Detailed comments of a chapter by chapter basis. 

A. Presentation of information and opinions expressed in the draft report 

In many place, detailed below in Section E of this letter, the report selectively sets out information 

without providing the relevant context of such information, whether that be relative to NAMA's 

mandate, the broader Project Eagle process or loan portfolio sales processes more generally. The 

report often does not explain the relevance of such information to its conclusions. The simple 

statement of such information without context or comment may create negative connotations 

around the information and allows the reader to draw their own inferences and conclusions 

without the appropriate context. 

The opinions stated by the CAG in paragraphs 3 53 and 4.82 are based on factual inaccuracies and 

are unsubstantiated by the CAG's presentation of the evidence in the paper A detailed discussion 

of these points is set out in Section E of this paper as they should be considered in the context of 

comments on the broader report 

B. Loan Sales Processes; 

The CAG indicated that due, in part, to a lack of expert advice, the basis for evaluating the 

appropriateness of the Project Eagle loan sales process was limited to a comparison with only other 

NAMA loan sales processes. The CAG attributes significant weight to a "standard" or "normal" two 

stage sales process in drawing comparisons to Project Eagle without any consideration of the 

specifics of the Project Eagle process in assessing its appropriateness. 

Rather than assess NAMA's adherence to particular type of sales process, it would be constructive if 

the CAG assessed the Project Eagle process through an examination of whether NAMA adhered to 

its general tenets and objectives (e g. open, competitive, value maximising) through this process 

taking into account the dynamics specific to this process. 

No two sales processes are the same. Judging a transaction on the basis of a comparison to a 

typical sales process template is flawed as it does not allow for the consideration of the specifics of 

the project in question, which rightly influence the way in which the process is designed and 

conducted. 

Project Eagle was different from NAMA's typical loan sales processes. However, it is incorrect to 

state or imply that the Project Eagle process should have followed the typical NAMA loan sales 

process as to do so would not have taken account of the unique set of circumstances surrounding 

the Project Eagle process. To follow NAMA's typical approach to loan sales for Project Eagle would 

not have been appropriate or possible. The CAG's suggestion otherwise reflects a lack of 

commercial expertise regarding loan portfolio sales. 



C. 	CAG's presentation of the concept of "value" 

Throughout the report various concepts of "value" are discussed. However, these concepts are not 
clearly defined within the document, creating a potential for misinterpretation of the particular 
concept of "value' being used at any given point in the document. A lack of clarity in this regard 

could leave various statements made in the document open to misinterpretation, particularly by a 
reader not familiar with these financial concepts. 

It would be helpful to spend sometime setting out the various concepts of value generally prior to 
discussing any of these concepts in the context of Project Eagle. This would allow the reader to 

gain a,general understanding of these concepts, would prevent a confusion of concepts in 
presenting information in the report and would help prevent any misinterpretation of statements 
in the report. 

Appendix I have listed and commented upon the various concepts of value referred to in the report 
which would benefit from this treatment. 

par value: The nominal or face value of a loan, Par value has no relation to market value which is 
determined by the lender's expectations of future cashflows. 

long term economic value ("LTEir) ("HAMA Debt"): A concept of value established in legislation 
particular to NAMA. Specifically as per the NAMA Act, the value that (a) a property can reasonably 
be expected to attain in a stable financial system when the crisis conditions prevailing at the passing 
of the Act are ameliorated and (b) in which a future price or yield of the property is consistent with 

reasonable expectations having regard to its long-term historical average discounted at a rate 
established in legislation for MAMA_ 

in the case of NAMA, the LTEV paid far acquired loans was significantly in excess of market value. 

fair value: An accounting measure reflecting market value (i.e. the price at which an asset passes 

from a willing seller to a willing buyer) or, in the case of NAMA, reflecting LTEV adjusted for directly 
attributable transaction costs. 

book value / carrying value: See Polo 3.28. An accounting measure established in line with 
international Accounting Standards (e.g lAS 39) reflecting the fair value of an asset at acquisition 

subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less impairment 
losses. 

The carrying value of an asset may not be the same as its current market value. Where market 

value is based on supply and demand, carrying value is a simple calculation based on a gradual 

amortisation towards an assets future expected value using the effective interest method adjusted 
periodically for incurred impairment. 

market value: The price at which an asset passes from a willing seller to a willing buyer. It is 

assumed that both the buyer and the seller are rational and have a reasonable knowledge of the 

relevant facts. The value at which a buyer or seller may be willing to transact is often informed by, 

among other methodologies, an estimation of the future cash flows expected to be generated by an 

asset discounted at a rate reflecting the buyer or seller's cost of capital and risks involved. 



work-out value: The present value of the net cash flows reasonably expected to be recovered 

through remedial measures from an asset such as a non-performing loan discounted at the owner's 

cost of capital. 

D. CAG's process in compiling this draft 

In forming an opinion on whether NAMA obtained the best achievable financial return to the State 

through Project Eagle the CAG must evaluate the decisions and the basis for decisions taken by the 

NAMA Board, each of which involved professional judgement based in part on professional advice. 

It is concerning that in forming its opinions the CAG did not speak to NAMA Board members 

regarding their deliberations, judgement and decisions regarding Project Eagle. 

It is also concerning that the CAG did not speak to NAMA's financial advisors, Lazard, whose advice 

would have informed the Board's decision and who have provided written assurances around 

various aspects of the sales process. 

It is also a concern that the CAG did not secure external advice to assist them in understanding the 

dynamics of loan portfolio processes in general, help them understand Project Eagle in this context 

and help them to understand end interpret the advice provided by Lazard. I note that the CAG 

previously was unable to secure appropriate financial services advice to assist in their evaluation of 

this transaction. Following discussions between our officials, it is our view that the CAG would 

benefit greatly from such advice and encourage the CAG to secure financial services advice to assist 

them in their evaluation of this transaction. 

I encourage the CAG to engage with the NAMA Beard to better understand its deliberations and the 

judgement it exercised during the course of this transaction. I also encourage the CAG to engage 

with Lazard to better understand its advice and the context of its advice. I also encourage the CAG 

to procure the necessary financial services advice to help it better understand loan portfolio sales in 

general and place their assessment of Project Eagle in such context. 

While it is important that these actions be taken prior to redrafting this report, if such actions are 

not undertaken it is important that these issues be specifically identified in describing the 

limitations of the process undertaken in creating this report. 



1,466 

Specific Comments Relating to Chapter 1 

Para 1.3 / Figure 2.1 

As agreed and shared with your officials, I have included below a suggestion for an amended version of 

Figure 2.1. This representation appropriately separates the YE2013 loss from impairment from the 2014 

loss on disposal and appropriately established the carrying value for the portfolio as the appropriate 

basis from which to evaluate the loss on sale. Similarly it would be helpful if this approach could be 

replicated in the text in Para 2.2 which presents the losses attributable to sale in relation to NAMA debt 

rather than carrying value. 

Amended Figure 2.1 

Figure 2.1 Losses incurred on loans of Northern Ireland debtors 

NAMA Debt YE2D13Impairment 
1,964 	 478 

NAMA Carrying Value 

Other sales proceeds 
183 	

Eagle Sales Proceeds, 
1,136 

I 
2 	 3 	 4 	 5 	 6 

It is not clear how the figures set out in footnote d relate to the information in the figure. Please 

provide further detail in the footnote to clarify. 

Para 3.2 

This paragraph ignores NAMA's establishment of an EROI at the request of the CAG. 

Para 3.31 

This paragraph, among others, brings into question the information presented to the Board to aid on 

their discussion of and judgement in establishing a reserve price. I understand that NAMA is asserting 

that such adjustments to carrying value were appropriate in establishing a reserve price which the Board 

believed was a fair reflection of the value of the loans to NAMA. I would encourage you to engage 

further with NAMA in this regard, including discussion with Board members, to assess whether the 

Board was properly informed and exercised its judgement appropriately in establishing the reserve 

price. 
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Para 3.L7 

Investors in loan assets employ a range of strategies to maximise the recovery on the acquired loan. 

One of those strategies is to enforce upon the assets pledged as security against the loan. However, this 

is often not the value maximising strategy but rather provides the lowest level of recovery on the loan. 

It would be incorrect to say that potential investors "typically plan on taking ownership of the 

collateral". It may be more appropriate to state that potential investors will value the loan on the basis 

that they will take ownership of the collateral for the purposes of establishing their offer price. 

Para 3.50 

As discussed above in relation to Para 3.39, it is important to understand how the Board exercised its 

judgement in arriving at a reserve price with which it was comfortable. To the extent such 

understanding cannot be derived from Board papers, I would encourage the CAG to engage in discussion 

with members of the Board in exploring these questions. 

Para 3.60 

It is not clear from the material provided that the CAG's assertion is accurate that "if the adjustment was 

warranted, it would have required reflection in NAMA's 2013 financial statements as a higher 

impairment charge". It is not clear that the information leading to the adjustment to NAMA's 

expectations regarding value for the purposes of the sales process discussion would have been available 

at the time of the completion of the YE2013 accounts. It is also not clear whether such information 

would have met the requirements for inclusion under IFRS impairment rules. It is also possible that such 

views on value would have been recognised in subsequent provisioning processes had the portfolio not 

been sold, 

Para 3.61 

In light of the points raised above, the assertion in the last sentence of this paragraph requires 

substantiation to be credible. The purpose of the materials provided to the Board was to present views 

on the value of the portfolio to NAMA and to potential buyers in establishing a reserve price. 

It is clear from the Board papers that the Board established a reserve price with which it is comfortable 

and has stood behind on numerous occasions. The assertion in this paragraph seems to draw into 

question the Board's judgement in establishing this reserve price without having discussed the 

deliberations of the Board with its members. While the minutes of the Board meeting may not describe 

in detail the thought process of the Board as it established a reserve price. To question the Board's 

judgement without having discussed that judgement with the members of the Board is not appropriate. 

However, if this assertion simply is expressing the CAG's own views on the work out value of the loans, it 

would be helpful for the CAG to substantiate on what basis it has arrived at a workout value in excess of 

NAMA's reserve price. 

Para 3.62 

The paper would benefit from a further discussion of the role which Lazard was asked to perform and 

the reasons why this may or may not have suited the specific sales process being undertaken. 

This process attempted to preserve an unsolicited offer worthy of consideration which had been 

premised on the granting of exclusivity, while not granting such exclusivity and opening up the process 



to selected credible interested parties. Such a process is very different from one in which a seller 

approaches the market to establish interest and create a competitive sales process from scratch. As 

such the two processes naturally would require differences in approach across a number of aspects of 
the sales process. 

Para 3.63 

The CAG's opinion that the NAMA Board established a reserve price which was less than its value which 

resulted in a loss to the taxpayer has not been substantiated. I note that the CAG has relied exclusively 
on printed NAMA Board materials in reaching this opinion, and has refused offers to engage in dialogue 

with members of the Board regarding their judgement. 

The NAMA Chairman has publicly stated that the Board is comfortable that the portfolio was sold for 
what it was worth. This implies that the Board established a reserve price at a level it considered to be 

the value of the portfolio to NAMA. While it may be difficult to establish how the Board arrived at this 
position through an examination of Board materials, it is clear from public statements that this is the 

position of the NAMA Board. 

This being the case, I have no doubt the NAMA Board would disagree with this CAG opinion. It would be 
prudent for the CAG to engage in dialogue with NAMA Board members to develop an understanding of 

the Board's position regarding the reserve price prior to expressing this opinion. 

While the following comment should become redundant in light of the comments above, i am including 

it for completeness. It is unclear how the range of €120 to €190 million has been calculated. A table 

setting out the CAG's calculations cross referencing NAMA Board material would be helpful. 

Section 4 

As discussed at length during the recent meeting between our officials, the introduction to this section 

would benefit from a discussion of the differences between Project Eagle and a simple two stage 

marketing process. The receipt of an unsolicited bid from a credible potential purchaser at a level 
worthy of consideration by the Board which was also premised on a condition of exclusivity presented a 

unique set of circumstances which required a tailored process that would foster the unsolicited interest 

while also creating a competitive tension between potential purchasers without alienating the original 

credible bid. Each decision in establishing this process required judgement. 

It is only through an appreciation of the particular circumstances of this sales process that the 

appropriateness of these judgements can be legitimately determined. The appropriateness of these 

judgements cannot be legitimately determined through a comparison to a vanilla two-step sales process 
designed for a completely different set of circumstances. 

Figure 4.1 

As set out above in relation to the entirety of Section 4. the appropriateness of the process undertaken 
for Project Eagle can only be evaluated with reference to the particular circumstances surrounding that 

process and the judgement exercised in achieving NAMA's objectives. While the differences between 

Eagle and other NAMA sales processes should be explored, the table presents a superficial comparison 

between Project Eagle and other sales processes implying that Project Eagle was in some way lacking in 
comparison to other processes without considering the circumstances unique to each process. 



The table could benefit from a broader discussion of the differences between the processes being 

compared generally and focus on the appropriateness of the process put in place in furthering NAMA's 

objectives as opposed to a superficial comparison or processes designed for different purposes. 

At the very least this table could benefit from a series of comments regarding the comparison of process 

attribute. 

i Iurc 4.2 

The table omits additional risks of a closed sale presented in section 4.2 of the Board paper. 

Para 4.:; 

As set out above, it would be helpful to discuss the differences identified in the context of the specifics 

of the Project Eagle process and how each of these differences may or may not be justified by the 

circumstance in furthering NAMA's broader objectives. 

For example, it is entirely plausible that an information memorandum was not the appropriate form of 

marketing material for credible and experienced buyers who had expressed a serious commitment to 

evaluating the portfolio. An information memorandum is typically used to illicit preliminary bids and 

determine credibility among buyers. The need for such a memorandum would have been reduced or 

eliminated in the context of the judgement exercised in selecting credible potential purchasers who 

were entering a process akin to the second round of a two-step sales process. 

Para 4.19-4.21 

It would be helpful to explore with NAMA and present the potential reasons for these differences when 

compared to other processes and then assess if these judgements were appropriate in attempting to 

achieve NAMA's objectives. 

For example, it is plausible that Lazard was not asked to perform a valuation of the portfolio because it 

would have taken too long for Lazard to establish a reliable independent valuation and that any such 

delay would have damaged the competitive tension of the process. NAMA may have compensated for 

this approach through a heavier reliance on its own valuation of the portfolio. 

Para 4.23 and 4.27 

These statements imply that the provision of additional information and longer due diligence processes 

always leads to higher bids. While this is true to a point, there is a balance between to be struck 

between the level of diligence and speed of a process and the competitive tension in a process. In cases 

where sufficient competitive tension exists to sustain a fast track approach, allowing additional time into 

a process may result in a loss of competitive tension and a deterioration in bid levels. 

Para 4.2S; Figure 4,10 

As discussed above, due to the differences in strategy between different sales processes it is more apt to 

compare the number of potential buyers in Project Eagle to the number of potential buyers in the 

second phase of a typical two step sales process_ The difference is that professional judgement was 

used to proactively identify credible and interested potential purchaser in Project Eagle in much the 

same way the first round of a two-step sales process allows the seller to evaluate credible and 

interested parties for inclusion in the second round. The size of the pool is not the primary issue, the 



quality and credibility of each potential purchaser is of greater importance in ensuring competitive 
tension. 

Para 4.3C 

It's not practical or realistic to seek to ascertain commitments from interested parties regarding their 
activities and behaviour prior to entering into any formal arrangement with a seller, such as an NDA. 

Para 4.37, Para 4.38, Figure 4.6 & Para 4.'/L. 
These observations are not unexpected and are consistent with the type of sales process that NAMA 
pursued in light of the specific circumstances driven by an unsolicited offer at a price worthy of 

consideration and the dynamics the decision to entertain such interest created in the design of the 
process. 

It would be interesting for the CAG to evaluate whether, in the context of the circumstances of this 
unsolicited approach, the judgement exercised in creating a process around this interest was 
appropriate and constructive to achieving best value for the portfolio. 

Para 4.39, Para 4.76 & Para 4.77 

While each of the 8 interested parties which were refused access to the process have excellent 

reputations, this does not equate to them each being credible acquirors of the Project Eagle portfolio. 
Of the firms refused access to the process identified in Figure 4 5, only one stands out as a credible 

buyer capable of performing within the established process and acquiring the Project Eagle portfolio in 
its entirety on a cash basis. 

In addition, a decision whether or not to extend the duration of a sales process to open up a process to 
new bidders will be considered in the context of the competitive tension within the process and 
whether any such action would enhance or damage that competitive tension and increase or decrease 

the ultimate proceeds. I understand that the CAG team have not engaged with Lazard to discuss their 
advice and understand the thought process behind their advice. An engagement with Lazard would 

benefit this report. 

The importance and weight of the Lazard advice cited in this paragraph does not receive appropriate 

weight in the context of the broader report. It would be helpful to provide some context around the 
import of written advice of the type provided by Lazard regarding the integrity of a sales process. Such 
advice is carefully considered before being provided as the issuance of such advice creates potential 

legal liability implications for the issuing firm. As a result, it is not unusual for the issuing firm to issue 
such advice only after having completed established internal challenge and approval processes involving 
expert review and input from senior management of the issuing firm. 

Para 4.51 and Para 4.78 

It would be helpful to provide some context regarding this behaviour in the report. It is common 
practice for service providers to seek to engage with and deploy their expertise with another client if 
their original client withdraws from a sales process. It is typically the case that such service providers 
are motivated by success fees which means they will only be paid the bulk of their fee if their client is 

successful in the transaction. 



Para 4.,4 

Footnote 1 to this paragraph is a key point in discussing the discretion of the NAMA Board in 

establishing a sales process best suited to achieving its objective and seems to deserve greater 
prominence in the document. As discussed above, it would be helpful if this discretion was discussed in 

the context of the board's decision to design a sales process based on the circumstances unique to 
Project Eagle. 

It is within this context that the CAG's assessment of the appropriateness of NAMA's judgement will be 

most relevant. 

Figure 4.59 

It would be interesting to understand how the CAG interprets this dynamic as it may indicate that the 

reserve price was aggressive. 

Para 4.61 

Similar to Para 4.39, the importance and weight of the Lazard advice cited in this paragraph does not 

receive appropriate weight in the context of the broader report. It would be helpful to provide some 

context around the import of written advice of the type provided by Lazard regarding the integrity of a 

sales process. Such advice is carefully considered before being provided as the issuance of such advice 

creates potential legal liability implications for the issuing firm. As a result, it is not unusual for the 

issuing firm to issue such advice only after having completed established internal challenge and approval 

processes involving expert review and input from senior management of the issuing firm. 

Para 4.65 

It would be helpful to place such statements in context. Given the import of the letter as discussed 

above and the creation of legal liability for the advisor in issuing such advice it is common practice for 

such advice to be very specific in describing the limits of the advice to contain the breadth of the legal 

liability being taken on by the advisor. 

Para 471 

The statement that the project Eagle sates process reduced the level of competition in the process has 

not been substantiated in the report. There is no indication that a different process would have resulted 

in a greater number of credible bidders willing to participate in the process or being accepted into the 

second round of a two stage process or achieving greater levels of price tension than were achieved in 

Project Eagle in light of the unique circumstances of this process. 

As discussed above, the report would be better served by an evaluation of the various judgements 
exercised by NAMA in designing a process that maximised value in the context of the particular 

circumstances of the credible, unsolicited approach premised on exclusivity. 

Para 4.82 

The opinion expressed in this paragraph has not been substantiated by the report and seems to be 
based on a desktop comparison between two very different types of sales processes without an 

appreciation of the specific circumstances of each process. 

I encourage the CAG to engage with the NAMA Board to better understand its deliberations and the 

judgement it exercised during the course of this transaction. I also encourage the CAG to engage with 



Lazard to better understand its advice and the context of its advice. I note that the CAG previously was 

unable to secure appropriate financial services advice to assist in their evaluation of this transaction. 

Following discussions between our officials, it is our view that the CAG would benefit greatly from such 

advice and encourage the CAG to secure financial services advice to assist them in their evaluation of 

this transaction. 

It would be premature for the CAG to state such an opinion without having undertaken an appropriate 

level of engagement. 
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